
Still Life 
Photography



What is Still Life Photography?
• You’re probably familiar with still life in art—those paintings that depict a 

bowl of fruit or flowers in a vase. Those are classic examples of a still 
life. But even when you’re familiar with the concept, you might not know 
exactly what makes a still life a still life.

• In a nutshell, a still life is a work of art that focuses on inanimate 
subjects. Usually, the subjects are commonplace objects. That can 
include both manmade objects (such as vases, items of clothing, and 
consumer products) and natural objects (like plants, food, rocks, and 
shells).

• The major advantage offered by still life is the freedom to arrange the 
objects any way you want. Still life photography follows the same 
philosophy. A lot of emphasis is put on the arrangement of the items, 
the lighting, and the framing. That makes it a great genre to experiment 
with and it can help you become a better photographer.



Still Life Photography
• Still life is a unique genre of photography. One thing that makes it 

so special is that often the subjects aren’t very interesting. They’re 
just ordinary objects that you normally wouldn’t pay much 
attention to.

• That means that to be successful at still life photography, you 
need to find ways to make your photos interesting. That also 
means it’s a great style of photography for learning new skills.

• By experimenting with different arrangements, lighting, and 
compositions, still life photographers can breathe life into their 
subjects.

• I think the key to a successful still life is to convey a story or 
emotion



Hone Your Photography Skills with Still Life

• Still life photography makes it easy to experiment. In contrast to 
portrait and landscape photography, you don’t have to deal with 
live models, and you don’t have to search out an interesting 
location or photo opportunity. Instead, you can create your own 
interesting composition using common objects you have or find 
nearby.

• By giving you complete control over every aspect of the scene, 
still life lets you try out different compositions and lighting setups 
to see what works and what doesn’t. So once you understand 
how to create great still life photography, you’ll be well equipped 
to create better photo compositions in any situation.



Different Types of Still Life Photography

• Tabletop Photography
– Tabletop photography is the most 

common type of still life. It’s what 
most people think of when they hear 
about still life photography. This 
category is all about shooting 
objects that are small enough to fit 
on a table. The objects can be 
anything the photographer desires, 
as long as they’re inanimate.



Different Types of Still Life Photography

• Product Photography
– Another example is product 

photography. Since it involves shooting 
inanimate objects, it can be considered 
as a type of still life. However, where 
the two categories differ is that with 
product photography, the main goal is to 
show off a product.

– These photos usually focus on providing 
a clear image of the product without 
distractions. In contrast, still life shots 
are usually more artistically driven and 
offer more opportunities to be creative.



Different Types of Still Life Photography

• Food Photography
– Food photography is another 

subcategory of still life that is closely 
related to product photography. 
Often, the main goal is to depict food 
in an attractive way. However, when 
compared to product photography, 
food photography often also involves 
setting the scene by arranging other 
food items and tableware around the 
subject.



Different Types of Still Life Photography

• Found Object Photography
– Photos of found object art can be 

considered another branch of still 
life, although found object art also 
usually involves modifying an object 
or placing it in an unusual context. 
For example, William Hundley’s 
photo project w/ cheeseburgers:



Still Life Photography Equipment
• Still lifes are all about the subject matter, the composition and the light.
• Any camera will do
• Any lens can be used, but there are some special cases:

– If close focus is required, a macro lens may be needed
– Wide aperture lenses or a telephoto may be needed for shallow depth of field

• What is key is the light, and this may require special equipment
– Reflectors
– Speedlights and Strobes
– Continuous lights

• Or not
– Window light





Close-up Flash Used for Lighting

• A big light source 
produces soft light (no 
harsh shadows)

• A close light drops off 
in brightness quickly, 
so the background is 
dark



Other Lighting Options
• If one light produces shadows 

that are too harsh
– A reflector opposite the light can be 

used to brighten the shadows by 
bouncing light into them

– Additional lights can be used from 
different angles to balance the light 
just the way you want it



Backgrounds Are Important, Too

• High Key Setup



• Low Key Setup



You Can Always Fix It in 
Photoshop

• You demonstrate your skill as a photographer by 
setting up the lighting just the way you want it

• But post-processing is an integral part of digital 
photography
– Shadows can be raised and highlights tamed in PP
– Blemishes can be erased in PP
– Depth of field can be added (focus stacking) or 

reduced in PP



Workshop

• Let’s create a still 
life I have long 
thought about, 
sort of like this:



Resources

• Lume Cube

• Wireless flash 
transmitters/receivers 
(Phottox, Godox, Yongnuo, 
etc.)

• DF DIGITALFOTO YY120 
dimmable bi-color led light


